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CHART OF THE ‘MIGHTY I AM PRESENCE’
COURTESY “ASCENDED MASTER TEACHING FOUNDATION” – MOUNT SHASTA, USA
For a description of the chart, and more of The Ascended Master Teachings please go to
www.iamfree.co.za
PLEASE REMEMBER: All this information from the Ascended Hosts is for ALL on this planet, but IT
MUST NOT BE CHANGED, ADDED TO, USED FOR ANY COMMERCIAL VENTURE OR CREDIT TAKEN
FOR IT, IN ANY WAY. This is vital, as these Teachings are Pure and untouched by humans and must
remain so for eternity. The information in ‘The Ascension Times’ is ONLY from the ‘Saint Germain
Press’, ‘Bridge to Freedom’ and ‘ADK Luk’ Publications. We always give reference to the source so
you know where it comes from.
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"YOU MUST REMOVE THE FEELING IN YOU THAT SOMETHING OUTSIDE OF YOU HAS MORE
POWER THAN THE LIGHT WHICH IS WITHIN YOU."
Our Beloved Great Divine Director
“Nothing will ever pay you such interest on your investment as the time and attention spent in
acknowledging, accepting, adoring, blessing, and calling into DYNAMIC ACTION, the LIMITLESS
LIGHT of your own “Beloved Mighty I AM Presence,” to produce Perfection for you NOW AND
FOREVER!”
Beloved Mrs. G W Ballard – “Voice of the I AM” – April 1936

OUR BELOVED SAINT GERMAIN
“The natural tendency of Life is Love, Peace, Beauty, Harmony, and Opulence, for Life cares
not who uses It, but is constantly surging to pour more of Its Perfection into manifestation,
always with that lifting process which is ever inherent within Itself.

“I AM”
“I AM” is the Activity of “That Life.”
How strange it is that students with sincere interest do not seem to get the True Meaning
of those two words.
When you say and feel “I AM,” you release the spring of Eternal, Everlasting Life to flow on
its way unmolested. In other words, you open wide the door to its natural flow. When you
say “I AM not,” you shut the door in the face of this Mighty Energy.
“I AM” is the Full Activity of God.”
THE “I AM” DISCOURSES
BY THE ASCENDED MASTER SAINT GERMAIN
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DISCOURSE I - October 3, 1932 SAINT GERMAIN

2013 AMTF Conference
The next AMTF Conference in Mount Shasta will be: August 2, 3, & 4, 2013
at the Buddhist Temple at Tara's Refuge on Madison Drive in Mt. Shasta, CA.
for more information about Tara's Refuge go to www.tarasrefuge.org
Details will be posted at a later date.
ALL ARE WELCOME !!!

For more information e-mail: info@ascendedmaster.org
****************

POSSIBLY THE BIGGEST ‘NEWS’ TO EVER COME TO
OUR EARTH ABOUT OUR FREEDOM!
“I AM” FREE! ARE YOU?
www.oppt-in.com & www.oppt.co.za &
www.understandingtheoppt.info
One People’s Public Trust Lawfully Forecloses Corporations,
Banks and Governments for Operating Slavery and Private
Money Systems.
We are as free as we choose to Be and Do!
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THE "I AM" DISCOURSES – SAINT GERMAIN PRESS
BOOK 8
THE GREAT DIVINE DIRECTOR
DISCOURSE XIX Page 296

“FINANCIAL ABUNDANCE”
Let Me make just one illustration and that is concerning money supply. I have
watched among the students, a few Individuals who make the Call dynamically and
earnestly, and ten minutes after, will begin to accept in their feeling world as true, the
appearance of their financial limitation. You cannot have Results and do that, not in the
Quick Full Manner you would like to have. Of course, as you continue to call, it will beat
down human feeling. Stand guard over your feeling, when you have made your Dynamic
Application for your money supply; and the moment any slightest feeling of doubt or
discord starts, stop it and say: "Stop! Not one thing is going to generate here, to interfere
with This Call! My Presence is the Authority and Power in my world! Don't you attempt to
interfere"! Then, you will govern the feeling within yourself, as sure as "I AM" telling you,
and you must do it! Then, after awhile, when you make your Application human feeling will
not be there to act!
Take the Messenger for illustration. Blessed People, you will never know, what He
went thru in those earlier years. Even when Beloved Saint Germain sent them forth to give
out This Work, still some doubts and fears were in Him. When He understood how to
silence that feeling with an iron grip, and make it be still; in a short time, it was no longer
there to act. Today, when He issues a Decree, He knows there is no opposition, and of
course the answer is there! The answer is within the Call!
We saw him reading a letter last night, or this morning about 2:00 o'clock, and a
blessed one had made the Call for help. The letter stated: "You did not answer my letter,
and yet the Healing was Complete." Beloved Ones, if you were to understand and realize
the thousands of answers, Instantaneous Healings of conditions and bodies; and all the
limitations of mankind—which are released at His Call, you would know, that you too, can
do the same thing. Only He has gained the Full Confidence in His Call to the Pres ence,
which no longer allows requalification to act upon the energy as He calls It forth. You can
do the same and you must do it; because you must make your own Application. You are
the one in your world who must take the initiative. Then, whatever assistance can be
given is well and good; but REMEMBER, NO ONE CAN TAKE YOUR PLACE IN YOUR WORLD.
You must be firm, determined and dynamic in YOUR APPLICATION—especially at first;
until you break down the human creations, which have pressed upon you and limited you,
as you understand it, thru this embodiment. Remember, there cannot be any effect in
your world, without a cause for it! EVERY CAUSE IS FIRST IN THE FEELING WORLD, BEFORE
IT CAN OUT-PICTURE IN THE PHYSICAL BODY OR IN YOUR WORLD OF ACTION. Therefore, if
the cause of limitations and discord is removed, then there is nothing left to interrupt This
Great Pure Mighty Energy of the Presence as It flows forth!
Beloved Ones, is there any one of you who doubts the Reality of the Eye Picture,
which the Chart represents to you; that your Presence is really there above you—the Presence of ALL Life? Let Us show you the proof, Dear Hearts! Take a human form, which an hour
ago was so happy, energetic, filled with Light, Buoyancy and Power. When Life has
withdrawn, the body lies there helpless. All the organs, all the faculties which were acting
are there still, but the body is helpless! Then where was that Intelligence, power, substance,
energy, and activity, which was acting thru that body? Right there in the Stream of Life and
Energy from the Presence of ALL Life. When It withdrew, the body was helpless. Then
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everything which ever acted thru that form, all the Power, Intelligence or whatever it might
have been, was the Power and the qualities, which came thru the Stream of Life beating
each human Heart. You cannot deny that! There is not a human Being on the face of This
Earth who can deny it. There was a Presence of Life which was in that form which is no
longer active. The Presence of Life was carrying each quality thru the human form and out
into the Individual's world. Then, you know you have found the Source of Intelligence, of
Power, of Life, of Action, of All Supply there is in the World.
Let us no longer be limited in the feeling world, by the idea and feeling that supply
depends upon human Beings in your midst! As long as you continue to accept it, you will find
yourself limited. Cut it off and turn to your Presence— the Treasure-House of the Universe—
and your world. Then, remember THIS, Beloved Ones, Oh please HOLD THIS firmly before
yourself forever!
When you call to your Presence for your money supply or any supply you require for use,
Your Presence, is your Treasure-House actually, practically and literally! It probably would
not release coined money in your hands just yet; but It is the Power of Intelligence at your
Call, which sets Its Energy into action in your body. All persons, places and conditions,
required to bring financial money supply into your hands—by the Wisdom, Power and Love
of the Presence, will be set into action to bring it to you. You will be caused to harmonize
yourself and do whatever you are required to do, to co-operate with the Activity of Life
which produces that result for you.
Oh Dear Hearts, once you would only understand it, you could not be deprived of
anything you need for your use. It would be impossible! There is not one human Being on
This Earth, who owns anything. Oh, if mankind would only understand that! You don't even
own your bodies! If you did, you would keep them! Now notice how practical all this is! If
you owned those bodies, you would keep them, wouldn't you? At least as long as you
wanted to. Then, somewhere something is missing!
Life is always Omnipresent and acting! It is your Limitless Supply of all you require for
use! Your Presence is the Individualized Presence of God, who holds within Its Radiance
and Power, the Supply of all things; in substance, in energy, in quality! As It releases the
Intelligent Substance or Energy, into action in the human octave, the conditions are brought
about for a Complete and Full Release of what you require. Don't you see how It cannot fail
in a single in-stance? It just cannot do it.
Then, what you need to do is to watch, and if you are not having a quick and Full
Response to your Call—don't be discouraged, but say: "Hold on here now! What is the
matter with me? What is acting here which should not? What am I not doing that I should?"
Then, call the Presence into action and say: " 'Mighty I AM Presence'! Let me know
definitely now what is the reason here." Be prac-tical! Don't be afraid of anything, but be so
practical and say: "Here let this thing stop right now! I have made the Call and I know it
must be answered! Whatever human quality is in me, take it out"! Be firm about it, and Oh,
how quickly, you will find your Calls being answered with Great Speed and Power! It is
Magnificent!
I want to say just a few words in regard to the great industries of today. A Great Law
is entering into the industrial world—the Power of Light! One of your blessed citizens, in his
Heart is responding so wonderfully to the Great Laws of Life. His Light has held Its Dominion
over the most destructive of forces which would have destroyed him. He is your beloved
Henry Ford. I am not trying to exploit your beloved friend; but I am stating the Laws of Life.
Had it not been for him and his stand against the destructive forces, which tried at one time
to wipe him out of existence; the industrial world would have been in such chaos today,
that most of mankind would not have had enough to eat. He was the strength and courage
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to the other industries of the World in his stand; because he knows God, the Presence of all
Life!
Notice—today, the demand of the Activities of Life in the industrial world is
imperative; and the heads of great industries are coming to realize, the old methods can be
used no more! There are still a few who hold on; still trying at least to hold fast to the old
ideas; but they cannot survive and do it! We believe in giving Justice and when We see an
Individual who has built himself into the great, almost limitless success which Mr. Ford has,
then We believe in giving credit where it is due. His only support, his only protection, his
only achievement, has been in his Power of Conscious Attention to the Light. No matter
what the criticism of him may have been, be careful you do not accept it! If there were now
and then an Individual in his service, who might have made mistakes, don't forget, he may
not have been responsible for it.
So it is in all walks of Life. It is not always the head of industries or conditions who
may be responsible; because they are not always able to govern the action of those in their
employ. Just as a spy from a foreign country might enter into your America; and gain
information which would be your destruction, would the government be to blame for that?
Possibly in a slight degree in lack of alertness, but the penalty would be on the Individual who
did it.
Now remember, Dear Ones, I am prompting you for a Great Definite Reason. In the
children’s' experiences in India, when Rex discovered a spy in the midst of the Brotherhood—notice the reason! The atmosphere of the Brotherhood had been charged by the
spy, so they might not feel, see or detect his presence! Rex coming in from an outside
atmosphere, wholly Free from it, was enabled to detect it! Notice what that means to the
world, when you clear your atmosphere of human pressure. By calling your Presence into
action, you will be alert, to detect the conditions which are about to touch your world—
which would affect, limit or harm you.
Therefore, as you sense it, you can say to the wrong condition: "You have no power!
Be thou dissolved and consumed by the Power of Light!" and it is done! Instead of it finding
action in your world, it will have disappeared before it reached your world! That is the
Power of Alertness and detection; and it is why We call with all the earnestness of Our
Beings, for the students to become more and more alert; in the Acknowledgment of their
Presence and all the conditions, which touch their worlds; so they may be prompted.
Let Me also correct a thing, which has been acting within mankind concerning promptings
or the premonition of things. Such a thing is not given as an inevitable occurrence to act in
your world but you are being prompted to issue your Mighty Decree, so it may be dissolved
and consumed. Then, it cannot act in your world! Mankind has been accepting premonitions
and promptings throughout the centuries; and have believed because Individuals received
them, they must act in their worlds. Because such a prompting was received, you may say:
"Be thou dissolved and consumed"! and it would be so! Remember, that as you value your
progress!
Beloved Ones, My Joy is Boundless! Will you rejoice with Me, in the Service which it has
been possible to render, while the Messenger was voicing My Words to you! Seventy-five
per cent of you who are in this room, have enabled Me to dissolve and consume seventy-five
percent of your own human creation! My Gratitude and Joy is very Great! Accept It please!
Then, as you enter into the class know you have entered into your Eternal—your Permanent
Freedom; and no longer accept any condition or appearance, as having power to limit or
disturb you again.
Oh, will you feel how Real all this is? I am none the less Real, because you do not see
Me. Because My Vibratory Action raises My Body of Light, beyond your physical sight, is no
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reason why I am not Real! I am more Real than you; believe it or not! Please do not believe a
thing is not Real, because it is invisible; for all the Great Powers in the World which are being
used are invisible! Many thousands of students have seen the Calls of the Messengers
answered with definite precision. Now, as the Great Momentum of the large number of
students, who in their great loyalty are joining in these Wondrous Decrees, the Power has
become Mighty. Many of the things, which were thought to take place in the World, have
not taken place. All of you earnest, Blessed Ones, have been a part of That Great Service in
the Mighty Decrees, which you have issued. We congratulate all the students who are able
to release such a Mighty Power of the Ascended Masters' Divine Love and Blessings, for It is
the Secret of all things! The refusal to accept, or listen to human gossip is the Open Door to
solve your problems. There the Out-pouring The Ascended Masters Divine Love and Blessing
is the Open Door, to the Out-pouring from the Presence, which will solve all things.
We rejoice, so many of the students after, such a long time and many repetitions of
This Instruction, are beginning to understand, the first imperative need in their worlds, is to
refuse to listen to or voice destruction; send forth discordant qualities; or even to allow
them to act within their feeling, Then, as they pour out Divine Love and Blessings to all
persons, places, conditions and things, the Whole Universe will flood their worlds with
money, supply, happiness, health, strength and courage; because They are complying with
the Great Law of Life!.
I thank you for this opportunity, to offer My Humble Assistance in that which has been rendered;
and may the Glory of Our Happiness ever intensify and increase within your feeling world and
consciousness! Remember—to you and all the students, has been offered the Use of the Ascended
Masters' Consciousness and Substance; which cannot be requalified by human qualification. Call It
into action in your world! Charge your body with It and let Its Perfect Work go on, unto your Full
Perfection. Then, you attain your Ascension into the Eternal body of Light. Oh, Beloved Ones, how
wonderful it is that mankind can have the Opportunity to come home and live within the Happiness,
the Glory and the Perfection which Life has always held for all Individuals; but which mankind had
forgotten.
The Love and Blessings of the Great Host of Ascended Masters, the Legions of Light and the Cosmic
Beings, flood your Beings and worlds and enfold you in Their Eternal Perfection.
We Love and Bless you!

FINANCIAL FREEDOM DECREE (Great Divine Director)
“Mighty I AM Presence and Ascended Hosts! I refuse acceptance of any financial limitation any
longer! I positively refuse it! Take command of me and my feeling world!”
“Release through Your Power of Divine Love, the supply of money, gold or whatever form of Supply
I need, to fulfill my Divine Plan, and that for the Earth. And do it Now! Thank You.”
“ASCENDED MASTER LIGHT”
I AM Discourses – Saint Germain Press
Pelleur’s Discourse pg. 271:
Remember, the Light is taking Its Dominion upon the Earth. Try to feel and rejoice, all of you, in
the fullness of all that is before you. Oh, you are just in the beginning as yet. Glories you cannot
conceive of are before you in the great Calm Peace within, which enables the Power of the
“Presence” to flow forth at your Call – unqualified by any imperfection. It will flood forth so quickly
to fill your body with health; your world with peace, harmony, and the Perfection of the
“Presence,” releasing every good thing that you require.
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TO ALL HUMAN CREATION:
“I instantly withdraw all power from you! You are helpless to affect me or my world!”

FROM THE ‘BRIDGE TO FREEDOM’ JOURNAL BOOK 3
A Monthly Journal Devoted to Individual Unfoldment, Contact with the Great White Brotherhood and
Cooperative World Service (brought out in the 1950’s and early 1960’s via a VISIBLE Light & Sound
Ray through which were dictated many Discourses from the Ascended Masters to Geraldine
Innocente)
The Homes and Retreats o f The Masters o f Wisdom
THE RESURRECTION TEMPLE OVER THE HOLY LAND
April 15th through May 14th, 1957
The blazing focus of the Resurrection Temple radiates forth its resuscitating power from the
etheric realm over the Holy Land, where the beloved Master Jesus lived and proved the power of
resurrection at the beginning of the Christian Dispensation.
This temple is created of substance, which resembles "mother-of-pearl." The presiding beings
who magnetize and radiate this resurrection power are beloved Jesus and his mother, beloved Mary.
The purpose of this focus is to continue to pour into the emotional, mental, etheric and physical
consciousnesses of all the evolutions belonging to the planet Earth, the reality of the actual power of
resurrection that lies within life itself.
To resurrect means to "bring to life again" that which is seemingly dead. Mankind are witness to
this resurrection through the nature kingdom in each Springtime. It is the decree of the Holy Ones
who guard the Resurrection Flame that mankind shall also "tune in" to this Resurrection Flame and
consciously resurrect the perfection, which lies dormant in most human beings.
As the Spring sunshine stirs the dormant life within the nature kingdom, our Lord Maha Chohan
sends forth the pulsation of the Resurrection Flame through the Earth and obedient life responds,
literally "rising from the dead" in the miracle of Spring.
THE BELOVED MASTER JESUS ENDEAVORED TO SHOW MANKIND THAT WHAT NATURE CAN DO,
MAN ALSO CAN DO! HE, THEREFORE, SUBMITTED HIS HOLY, UNDEFILED PHYSICAL BODY TO SO CALLED "DEATH" AND THEN, THROUGH THE INVOCATION OF THIS RESURRECTION FLAME, HE
BROUGHT LIFE BACK INTO THAT SAME BODY AS AN EXAMPLE TO ALL MANKIND THAT WHAT CAN BE
DONE BY A FLOWER, A SHRUB OR A TREE, CAN ALSO BE DONE BY MEMBERS OF THE HUMAN RACE.
We send gratitude, blessings and praise this Holy Season for the magnificent gift that lies within
all life, to restore, resuscitate and resurrect the divine pattern through the seemingly lifeless or
decadent form. We send that same gratitude, blessing and praise for proving to mankind that such a
power does exist within life. In his ministry, he called forth boldly in the name of God, the perfect
expression of life, from all who came to him in faith and asked for such resuscitation.
We bless the beloved mother of Jesus for her tremendous assistance to him during his ministry.
We thank the brothers and sisters of the Resurrection Temple who-under the direction of the
Archangel Gabriel, assist in directing the life-giving, renewing resurrecting power into the lives of
those who in faith ask for such assistance.
We bless our Lord Maha Chohan who, through the nature kingdom, gives the proof of the power
of resurrection in each recurrent Springtime.
It is our decree that mankind accepting the resurrection in name and rejoicing in each
Springtime, shall take this lesson personally and apply it to the resurrection of their own divine
natures here and now!!
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Thus shall it be! A resurrected Earth with all its attendant evolutions, joining in the music of the
spheres and emitting light, love, beauty, harmony, and praise into the universe, of which the Earth is
presently a part. Let this Easter be your Resurrection Day!
(Beloved Ascended Master El Morya) Thomas Printz, Editor
Mankind, for the most part, have accepted the resurrection of Jesus as a "miracle" only possible
for him and have not availed themselves of the use of the Resurrection Flame to restore their own
vehicles to perfection, rather submitting to disease, disintegration, decay and finally so-called
"death." However, to keep alive the feeling of the power of resurrection in the consciousness of
unascended mankind, beloved Jesus and Mother Mary now continuously send forth into the
atmosphere of Earth that victorious radiation from this temple, which is the focus for the activities
of the Great White Brotherhood during this thirty-day period.
Individuals sincerely desiring to overcome disease, old age, disintegration and decay are drawn
in consciousness toward the Resurrection Temple while their physical bodies sleep, by the magnetic
power o f their own desire to accomplish that which Jesus did. This temple is particularly beautiful,
for it is the focus of the directors of the forces of nature and the lovely elementals representing the
four kingdoms—fire, air, water and earth—play in the atmosphere and aura of this temple at all
times. The radiation of the Resurrection Temple is like a glorious rainbow of colors and the visitation
to it by those God Beings interested in developing the capacity to resurrect the divine plan on this
Earth add to its great beauty and light.
The Resurrection Temple is circular in design. It is composed of seven circular corridors around
the central altar where the Resurrection Flame rises. As this Resurrection Flame radiates its buoyant,
uplifting, life giving, resuscitating power through the seven corridors, beautiful beings in each of
these amplify its power and direct it to all life upon the particular ray, which they serve. Visitors to
the Resurrection Temple enter the corridor where the radiation of its flame has an affinity to their
own and their potential expression of divinity. Here they are charged with renewed hope and
spiritual vitality and are made consciously aware of the truth of "life everlasting."
BELOVED MOTHER MARY RECALLS HER LIFE
December 2, 1957
Beloved and blessed children of God, my own "heart children" too, how often have you stood
before me, having been called by the Karmic Board to receive new opportunity for embodiment on
Earth, opportunity again to "make things right" and balance past mistakes. When you thus came
before me, in the Sacred Heart Temple, how often have you held behind your back that portion of
some destructive karma which was yours to expiate in the next Earth life! Then as one would do to a
little child, I would take your hands in mine and, opening them, look upon that karma. Then with all
of my great love for you, with the help of the mercy and powers of light which are mine, I would give
you the greatest help I could in the creation of the best heart possible.
How many times have you and I met? When you really meet a person, what do you meet? Just
their consciousness, is that not so? Two physical forms may be as near each other as these two
microphones are here, yet the consciousness o f those two individuals can be miles apart. Whether
one "meets" another in person, over the telephone or by reading his or her words upon a written
page, still all "meeting" is just an exchange o f consciousness.
So far as we in our octave are concerned, most of our "meetings" with unascended lifestreams
consist of receiving from mankind the consciousness of petitions, prayers and various other types of
invocation for help, asking for some supernatural surcease from the suffering of returning
destructive karma. Lately, from dedicated groups of consecrated individuals here (this has more
often occurred in the East) the sweet perfume of prayer arises to us without a request or desire for
some special assistance, just gratitude for your own being, gratitude for our friendship and our
desire and ability to give you our help when it is needed.
Now, dear hearts, we are always so grateful for whatever consciousness you do give to us, for
your attention upon us gives us the only "open door" we have into your worlds through which we
can answer your calls and give you the help required. WE WANT YOU TO CALL TO US WHEN YOU
HAVE PROBLEMS AND DISTRESSES TO HANDLE, for we have become masters of those problems in
the physical appearance world and have earned the right to abide in these octaves of God's eternal
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peace and perfection, these past experiences of victorious accomplishment over the same types of
distresses you are handling today having equipped us to transmute them into light.
After all, just what are those problems? They are nothing more nor less than energy, vibrating too
slowly to produce perfection. By the power o f love and light which we have become, we can project
our light into that energy and raise it into a vibratory action which cannot produce distress o f any
kind. Whatever your problems may be, think upon me and I shall not fail to answer you immediately.
I am as real as you are, shall we say more real than you are in your outer consciousness, for my
entire being has become eternally changeless God-perfection!
Remember, I have walked the dear Earth as you have done and have suffered many of the
vicissitudes of human experience upon this planet, many of its insults and, later, many of its praises.
I am a woman who wore a flesh form, bore an infant son, held that Infant in my arms, cared for him
and watched that little body grow. If you can think of me as such a very real being and divine friend
to you, letting our friendship grow in strength and efficacy as the days go by, who among you can tell
me what a tremendous service to all life we may be able to render together?
Why could not any soul, sincerely consecrated to the drawing forth of God's loving care and
healing power for his people, be efficacious in that service and, calling to us, enable us to establish a
focus of healing for the transmutation of the distresses of certain individuals, for that matter, a
whole city? Such a dedicated lifestream long ago offered us similar opportunity to establish such a
healing shrine on a rocky hillside in France (the Shrine of Lourdes) builded to its present efficacy by
the faith of those who come for help but who know not how and care not how they are restored.
Unusual Assistance Available Today
Beloved ones, you are really so fortunate today for you live in a time when the great Cosmic Law
is allowing us to bring you so much o f our consciousness! The door to our realms of light has been
opened wide to you and your love, light, constancy and interest in helping mankind out of their
distresses has been such that those who have the power and authority so to do, have directed to
and through us the permission to come and bring to you our presence, our consciousness and our
words of instruction. May I also say that we hope, one day soon, to be able to bring forth through
you, our works!
"Faith without works is dead," you have heard it said and there is a great deal of truth in that
statement. You see, it is not a real, deep and true faith if there are no works to support it. I saw my
beloved son raise the so-called "dead" body of Lazarus which had been entombed for some time and
surrounded not only by the winding cloths of death but also by the "winding cloths" of grief and
despair of his loved ones. I watched the beloved Jesus reach forth his hands toward Lazarus and
through him God's great infinite restoring power of life and light flowed, raising and making
completely whole again a body, which was so diseased.
I have seen men, women and children who had been blind from birth, those who had never seen
the blue of the sky or the bright green of the early Spring, open their eyes and see for the first time
in this embodiment, able to enjoy the beauties of life, all done through the releasing of the currents
of God's healing light, directed through the channel of a single lifestream (beloved Jesus) who was
completely consecrated and dedicated to "his Father's business." The "Second Coming" has been
promised and there has been much talk about it. Do you know that it is promised in "multiple
numbers," through you and you and you, through any and every one who will so dedicate and
consecrate his or her life to be about "the Father's business," doing his will?
Oh yes, this can and will be done when, by your daily attention to it, that individualized Christus
now sealed within your hearts, has expanded sufficiently to completely control your outer
consciousness in sustained harmony and peace, when your blessed souls have received enough Godlight, when the appearance world has lost its tremendous hold and "pull" upon your attention, when
you really take our hands and allow us to assist you, not as ephemeral, cloudy beings or as Gods and
Goddesses upon pedestals of ivory or marble, but as living, breathing lifestreams who, either upon
this Earth or some other planet, have learned how to use the powers of creation, have learned how
to magnetize and radiate the gifts of the Father and, in so doing, became God-free forever.
Like most of you, I first came to the Earth filled with enthusiasm and desire to help mankind,
sure and certain of my own God-connection with my own divinity, positive that no riptide which
flows through the atmosphere of Earth nor any contagion of the fears, hates and diseases of the
people could or would possibly enter my mind or feelings. I know whereof I speak, for I have been
through it all! Long, long, before I was privileged to take my initiation before Lord Maitreya and
qualify to become the guardian and protector of the lifestream of Jesus in his final embodiment here
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on Earth, long before that I took embodiment on this planet as a woman, was raised to my maturity,
and then given in marriage unto a very holy man whose name today you would know were I to
mention it.
This man was filled with reverence and peace but I was unhappy there and I lived rebelliously
within his home. In my own thoughts and feelings there was a resistance to his sanctity. Where that
resistance came from I shall not tell you but to this man I bore a child, a child whose body was
builded of my own concepts, deformed, a child that no one but a mother could love.
I lived with that child and raised it, learning during that time something of what hidden and
destructive thoughts and feelings can do, not only to the molding of the flesh of the unborn carried
beneath one's heart, but also to the energies of one's own personal world. That child passed on not
too late in life, thank God, and all during this experience, my loving husband protected both the child
and myself. When I finally passed from that embodiment, believe me, I certainly did apply for
entrance into those temples of light at inner levels where one is trained to govern and control
thought and feeling. It was then that I took the vow (when I was ready to do so—how many embodiments later it was I do not care to tell you!) to be the protector of the children, the unborn and the
born, especially the deformed, and unwanted, and of the mothers and fathers who suffer the agonies of distresses which are similar to those of my experience.
You see, dear friends, sometimes these very "trying" experiences become the very good one
requires to compel the stubborn human knees to bend to the goodness and perfection of God's holy
will. The only reason I have related my own story to you was that I thought it would encourage you to
know that I had such an experience. For no other reason would I put the thought o f anything less
than perfection into your minds.
Now, understanding as I do, I am so grateful to be able to help every child who comes befor e me
in the Sacred Heart Temple and to give them all the blessings I can where I see that there is a
tremendously heavy destructive karma to be expiated in their next earth-life and I see something of
the distress they will have to live through. When I do look upon such a one, I ask one of my assisting
ladies of heaven to take that lifestream aside and place them within a special room which I have
created for just such occasions. Then, as soon as I can, I go to such a one and take the time to talk to
them, explaining the situation and how they can best handle it. This helps to prepare them in some
measure and sometimes the great Archangel Gabriel brings into that council room at night (while
their physical bodies sleep) the prospective mothers and fathers of these children for consultation
too. That radiation at inner levels has often given the incoming lifestream the strength, courage and
power later to go through those experiences of distress victoriously.
Because so much of our activity is not visible to your physical sight and outer consciousness, it
seems unbelievable to you. You see, dear hearts, you do not see all that we do for you. You see
mostly just the conditions of chaos and distress, those of which Jesus said, "Judge not according to
appearances." Of course, you all know you should not, but when that unhappy experience is looking
right at you (as it were) it seems so difficult for you to know its unreality and that you should be
calling for its transmutation into light by Violet Fire, replace the imperfect picture by that which you
desire to see manifest—the immaculate concept.
There is much more spiritual light in the world now than we had here in our day. Many of the
riptides of mankind's combined destructive thought and feeling are gone and much of the discordant
accumulations of the centuries in, through and around your own worlds is gone, through your
persistent faithful use of the Violet Transmuting Flame, with the help of the Great Ones. All of this is
to the good and all of this makes us feel very, very grateful and very reverent before the Universal
First Cause. We are so grateful also to and for those unascended beings who are willing to come
together, stand on their feet and rhythmically give those determined calls for the removal o f the
cause and core o f plagues, germs, epidemics, disease and all pain.
At this time and for some time ahead, the beloved Jesus, Saint Germain, beloved Raphael and
the angelic host as well as myself, in fact all of us who are particularly concerned with the freeing of
the Earth, are going to endeavor to make you feel our closeness to you, that we are living breathing
beings, just as responsive to you as would be a trusted friend whom you would call on the telephone
to make a request of that one. You know that friend would respond instantly to your call. THAT IS
THE FEELING OF SPIRITUAL PARTNERSHIP WHICH IS OF THE NEW AGE, IT IS THE ERA OF YOUR
MASTER, OUR BELOVED SAINT GERMAIN, THE AGE OF THE PRACTICAL PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN THE
ANGELIC HOST AND UNASCENDED MANKIND, THE AGE OF THE PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN MANKIND
AND THE ELEMENTAL KINGDOM AND THAT AGE HAS ALREADY BEGUN TO COME INTO
MANIFESTATION.
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SUSTAINED PEACE, A VITAL NECESSITY?
Now, most of you, all of this life, have been seeking peace, health, sustained harmony and
illumination, mostly peace, may I say, and you will never find permanent peace until you have found
it inside yourself! I know! When the beloved Gabriel came to me with that Annunciation concerning
the coming of Jesus and when I began to know something within myself of the great responsibility
entailed in bringing forth the physical form of that one who was to render such a transcendent
service, it was not so easy to hold that calm, uninterrupted peace.
As I have told you before (and I do not wish to be repetitious) for was not easy to hold the peace
when, once we thought we were all settled after the child was born, then the beloved Joseph was
warned by an angel o f danger to come. We had to leave quickly for Egypt and there it was not easy
to hold sustained peace either, as we made a new life with very little in the way o f this world's
goods, among an alien and rather unfriendly people and beneath a strong, hot Sun which beat down
relentlessly practically every day. Those of you who have been in Egypt (some of you will be one day)
will know what I mean. IT WAS NOT VERY EASY FOR ME TO HOLD THE PEACE WHEN I LED THAT
LITTLE "INFANT" (AT LEAST TO ME HE SEEMED SO) INTO THE GATES OF THE TEMPLE AT LUXOR. IT
WAS NOT EASY TO HOLD THE PEACE, EITHER, WHEN, AFTER THE PASSING OF JOSEPH, JESUS WENT
THE LONG WAY ALONE ACROSS MOUNTAINS AND PLAINS INTO INDIA FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTION. I
HAD TO LEARN TO HOLD THAT INFINITE PEACE IN MY FEELINGS, WHICH, INCIDENTALLY, STOOD ME
IN GOOD, STEAD ONE GOOD FRIDAY. THAT DAY I ALSO HAD TO HOLD THE FEELING OF PEACE
AROUND THAT BLESSED JESUS AS A PROTECTIVE AUREOLE WHILE HIS BLESSED BLEEDING BODY WAS
NAILED TO A CROSS.
Also, that inner peace stood me in good stead again when I was called upon to gather together
around me the frightened, disillusioned disciples and followers of the Master Jesus' teachings, as
well as during the many years when we built our community, the details of which would make a
book in itself. IF I HAD NOT BEEN ABLE TO HOLD THAT INNER PEACE, THERE WOULD BE NO
CHRISTIAN DISPENSATION TODAY, NO MIGHTY CATHEDRALS WITH THEIR SPIRES POINTING TO THE
SKY, NO GREAT CHOIRS OF LOVELY SINGERS AND NO ECCLESIASTICAL GLORY OF THE CHRIS TIAN
CHURCH.
So, I say to you now, while you are yet in that state (shall we say) of "spiritual infancy," while you
are yet groping toward an understanding, paraphrasing Solomon, may I say: "WITH ALL THY
UNDERSTANDING, GET PEACE," NOT A SURFACE FEELING OF ENERGY CONTROLLED BY YOUR WILL,
BUT A FEELING INSIDE OF A DEEP, ABIDING PEACE WHICH CANNOT BE DISTURBED. ONE DAY YOU
WILL NEED IT. If you are the type that is prone to become hysterical in emergencies, I recommend
that you apply daily to the Elohim of Peace, to beloved Jesus, Prince of Peace, to beloved Gautama,
New Lord of the World, or to my humble self, asking that we charge into your feeling world (letting
that feeling of peace expand through all your four lower bodies-physical, etheric, mental and
emotional).
I f you really want this peace, which we can and want to give you, you must give us opportunity
to charge our feelings into your worlds. Our feelings are the actual substance of our life and we can
only give you our blessing through your giving us your attention. Your attention is the open door
through which we can reach you and to have a sustained and expanding radiation of our peace come
into your worlds, you will have to give us a few minutes of your attention rhythmically every day at
the same time, preferably.
Also, just before entering sleep at night, you may ask your Holy Christ Self to take you out to
these great Beings o f Cosmic Christ Peace at night while your physical body sleeps. Ask, too, that you
be allowed to bring back into your physical brain consciousness when you awaken, all the peace you
experienced while in those higher realms.
Peace, you know, is not a negative quality! It is not relinquishing your stand for the right. "Peace
at any price" is not peace at all, it is merely appeasement for the moment. There is a great difference here, PEACE IS POSITIVE! Peace is positive in the complete knowledge that right is being
done by and through yourselves and peace is also in the knowledge that your fellowman is doing
the best he can according to his own light, greater or lesser as that light may be.
Your peace is also sustained by your developing the capacity to take your hands o f f other
people's energy, giving them freedom o f expression, all the while making the calls to your own I AM
Presence and theirs, seeing what can be done to harmonize things by the radiation of that light
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called forth. What you try to handle or adjust through your words (spoken or written) or your
actions through the outer self, many times will cause some recoil of distress to you and all
concerned. Believe me, I have tried that too! Every experience of which I speak to you I have passed
through myself.
Before the birth of Jesus, suppose I had tried to justify myself to the men and women who
expressed doubt upon his legitimacy? Suppose I had chosen to stay at home in comparative comfort
rather than travel the long way to Bethlehem over a rough road, a cold and uncomfortable ride, just
before the birth of Jesus? Suppose I had chosen to just forget the Archangel's assistance and tell
Joseph that inasmuch as the Holy Child had been perfectly born, he would most surely be protected?
Those would have been acts of appeasement and they would have resulted in the destruction (even
before it got started) of the great dispensation we were to represent. Then what would have
happened? We would have lived out our lives and eventually passed on as holy men and women
perhaps, and, at a later date, other lifestreams would have been given opportunity to anchor in that
dispensation.
Please remember, beloved ones, that divine love, peace, compassion, any of these God-qualities
of which we speak, are not negative qualities! They are never lethargic in their expression. These
qualities are the positive control—first o f the energies within yourself and then of all the energy,
which is around, you; that control accomplished wholly through radiation. In the name of God, I BEG
OF YOU TO PRACTICE THE HOLDING OF THIS SUSTAINED PEACE, particularly now while you have
such opportunity and such tremendous assistance is available to you from us.
Archangel Gabriel Will Help You
At this time, I would like to bring to you again something about the offices of the great Archangel
Gabriel. This great Archangel, as you know, helps all to hold the immaculate concept. How much
have you thought about that? You know, to many of you, your Presence is a lovely figure off in the
atmosphere some place, feeding Light and Life into your physical form through your silver cord. You
are most certainly glad it is there, but is your Presence not pretty abstract to you?
We have told you previously that there are about ten billion souls belonging to the evolutions o f
your Earth, not all of them embodied at once, however. That blessed Archangel Gabriel has
voluntarily taken it upon himself to become acquainted with the divinity of each one of you, your
own beloved I AM Presence, to learn its nature, its colorings, from what planet it originally came,
what it is doing at cosmic levels, what your divine plan is and what you are to do upon this planet
and he has taken this obligation as well of holding that immaculate concept of perfection for the
entire ten billion souls to evolve here! Believe me, dear hearts! That is a task, a task which as a rule
only the Silent Watchers themselves take on. So, if you want to know more about what you should
be and how you can achieve that perfection, how about speaking for a few moments every day to
beloved Gabriel?
I assure you he knows more about your Presence than your outer mind and soul can possibly
know at this time and he will give to you such a tremendous radiation of his Love, Light and Wisdom.
Of course, you are all lovely ladies and gentlemen here now, but, even in heaven's realm, there is
room for, shall we call it, the "expansion of loveliness!"
REVERE SANCTUARY ATMOSPHERE
There is quite an assembly here this morning of Cosmic Beings, Ascended Masters, cherubim and
angels, you can feel it by the radiation. This radiation can be sustained and expanded, if you will
keep the atmosphere of your Sanctuary as holy as possible at all times. Do you realize that
sometimes when you enter the Sanctuary, there is a Master of light upon your platform addressing a
whole group of lifestreams from the inner levels or angels? Sometimes these very chairs upon which
you are now seated are being occupied by angelic and sometimes Ascended Beings ( o f course, while
no class o f yours is in session). It is so! Sometimes there is a mighty Master or Cosmic Being of light
upon your platform, giving instruction to some audience of lifestreams with which he is working at
inner levels. All of a sudden someone bursts noisily into the room and there is a shattering of the
finer vibrations drawn here, I know you would not want that to happen.
When we need some place in the physical octave in which to render some service to life that
cannot be rendered elsewhere, is it not perfectly natural for us to use a place, which has been dedicated and consecrated to our service and into which the Sacred Fire has been rhythmically drawn in
a given momentum? It would be well for all to hold a very sacred and reverent attitude toward and
in these lovely places which have become just what their name implies, sanctuaries of peace, love
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and light, away from the pressures of the chaos and confusions of the outer world. Won't you all try
to make and keep them so?
Please do not impress upon the ethers of your sanctuaries any thought, feeling, spoken word or
deed that is not of Godliness. Render the service you wish to give in grace and please remember the
transcendent blessings, which have been brought to you by our presence with you in your meetings.
Whether there is an actual address by the Master or not, where the heart-calls o f the lifestreams
present are sincere, there is always one or more o f us in attendance to answer those calls and give
you all the help you can and will accept. There are many, many lovely and sincere lifestreams
devoted wholly to the service of the Christian Church who would really worship for the rest o f their
embodiment here just one visitation from "The blessed Mother," yet we come to you again and
again to help you!
Think about these things, dear hearts! Think often upon them and upon us-upon the beloved
Saint Germain who, as Saint Joseph, was so good to me in that time long ago, think often upon my
son and the great Archangel Gabriel, Archangel Raphael and all the angels o f heaven. Think upon
these often for, you know the Law, "What your attention is upon you become." Wherever you work,
wherever you stop, wherever you go, go and act there as though you were on a spiritual pilgrimage
and the angels will accompany you, i f you do. I f you will hold the peace in your feelings everywhere
you go and in all you do, you have no concept in the outer mind of just what can be done through
you, what transcendent beings will give you protection and help you in many ways of which you
know nothing now. Now, in the name of the Father and of the son and of the Holy Spirit, in the
name of my own beloved Jesus and in my own name, I make the call for the Lord to bless you with
his peace, sustain you in good works, illumine your souls as to the pattern and fulfillment of your
own divine plan, keep you from bodily harm, keep you supplied with the limitless abundance of
every good thing, unity of feeling required to create, sustain and expand "The Diamond Heart." May
Lord Michael with his own blazing Sword of Blue Flame remove now and forever the causes and
cores of all in your worlds that can hurt you, your families, your loved ones and your fellow students!
Oh, how I long for the day to dawn when you have completely and forever lost the capacity to hurt
any part of life. I finally came to that day after many very bitter experiences. Work diligently toward
that day when you are not able to hurt any part of life ever again and thereafter be that comforting
presence to all life. I do love you so much! Thank you and good morning!
THE MASTERS OF WISDOM SPEAK
LIFE, ITS INTELLIGENCE, OBEDIENCE AND IMMORTALITY
MAHA CHOHAN
Life is a gift from God! Life, therefore, is intelligent and does respond to direction. Life is obedient
to man because God (by whatever name you choose to call Him) directed the intelligence in life to
obey. Life is immortal because it is the essence o f God, Who is immortal, given freely into the
creation o f planetary systems, individual beings, and generally, all that lives.
Mankind are studying life. No scientist has yet been able to actually generate life, although many
dedicated men and women have prolonged life in a particular form. The orthodox people refer to
life as that which "The Lord giveth and taketh away." However, they err in their belief that the Giver
actually takes away life. That life which seems to have been "taken away" is merely summoned to
function in a different sphere, still under the direction of the free-will of its user. You, gentle reader,
are one of the billions of souls belonging to this planetary system who have been given the use of
life, which has obediently fulfilled your conscious or unconscious commands through the ages. The
nature of your soul, the state of your mind and bodies (inner and physical) your surroundings and
aura are a result of your qualification of life through the ages. Now we come to a time when you are
offered the knowledge and application by which you may redeem the life given to you, resurrect the
divine image in which you were created and, generally, allow life within and about you freedom to
express perfection.
EL MORYA
Life, gentle readers, flows into your being constantly. Because it does so silently, without fanfare,
it is accepted as very commonplace by man. Life gives intelligence to the brain and various members
of your body, receptivity to the senses, power of motivation to the physical and inner bodies. It is
time to consider from WHENCE comes this life and WHAT should be done with it. Man can no longer
continue to be the beneficiary of the great Giver of Life and not courteously ask of that Giver for
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what purpose is that life given. When that question comes from the heart and the mind of man, the
answer will be forthcoming from the giver of life. Then man will be held responsible for his further
use of life, much more so than the individual who has not come to the point of spiritual awakening,
where he asks this question and receives the answer. I AM among those who have offered to convey
the answer to the earnest ones who truly desire to know from WHENCE comes their life, WHY they
are sustained in this physical world and HOW they can use life to help fulfill their individual destinies,
as well as COURTEOUSLY COOPERATE with the Giver of Life.

FOR GOD, THE MIGHTY “IAM,” SAINT GERMAIN AND ALL THE ASCENDED ONES, LOVE OF
THE EARTH AND ALL LIFE ON HER! ‘I AM’
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